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SESSION PROPOSAL 13
PERSPECTIVES ON REAL WORLD DATA AND EVIDENCE COLLECTION THROUGH EXPANDED
ACCESS
Hayley M Belli, Population Health - Biostatistics Division, New York University Grossman School of Medicine

Description of Session:
In 2016, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) passed the 21st Century Cures Act, which endorses the use of
real world data (RWD) in regulatory decision making. RWD are defined as any data relating to patient health status
and/or the delivery of health care routinely collected from a variety of sources outside the confines of a traditional
randomized control trial (RCT). RWD may, in some situations, generate real world evidence (RWE), i.e., insights
allowing for decision making regarding the usage and potential benefits or risks of a medical product.
Expanded Access (EA), historically referred to as “compassionate use,” is a US regulatory pathway that allows
patients to use an investigational product outside of a clinical trial when four conditions are met: the patient has a
life-threatening or serious disease, no comparable or satisfactory alternative treatment options are available, clinical
trial enrollment is not possible, and non-trial use does not pose a threat to timely clinical development. EA is intended
as treatment, not research. However, various stakeholders, including biopharmaceutical industry representatives and
regulators, have recently become increasingly interested in collecting RWD from EA. One cross-sectional study of
FDA approvals from 1955-2018 and European Medicine Agency approvals from 1995-2018 showed that EA-related
terms appeared in 3.1% of documents, which referenced 187 approvals (Polak et al. 2020).
While RWD cannot replace an RCT, this data collection can be of value by providing safety information, generating
hypotheses to inform the design of or stratification when randomizing an RCT, identifying biomarkers, and ultimately
enhancing the generalizability of RCTs as supplemental data, or serving as valuable information for rare diseases or
situations for which conducting an RCT is not feasible, ethically or practically. Yet another motivation for collecting
RWD from EA is the belief that these data may help to understand true safety and efficacy of unapproved products,
and therefore supplement data collected from RCTs with only high internal validity and limited external validity.
Furthermore, patients for whom trial participation is not an option are interested in the possibilities of RWD collection
and RWE extraction from EA, especially the collection of patient-reported outcomes and quality of life measures that
are often omitted as outcomes in clinical trials.
When the line between research and treatment bleeds together because RWD are being collected in EA, it can be
difficult to determine how much and which types of data should be collected, how long patients should be
followed-up, how adverse events should be handled, and what is reasonable to expect of clinicians. In this session, we
will discuss key ethical and protocol design considerations for collecting RWD in Expanded Access programs, e.g.,
Expanded Access for a defined cohort of patients. We will evaluate the capacity of RWD collection in EA to produce
generalizable knowledge, including RWE, and assess how and when data collection may interfere with the treatment
mission of EA. Attendees of this session will be provided with tools to design EA protocols collecting RWD that are
ultimately fit for purpose.
This session will convene an interdisciplinary panel of four members: an ethicist, a patient advocate, a member of the
biopharmaceutical industry, and a biostatistician, in order to demonstrate various perspectives on the ethical and
policy issues at play. All four speakers have extensive experience with the ethical and data-driven research questions
posed by Expanded Access programs. Hayley Belli, PhD, is an Assistant Professor of Biostatistics at New York
University Grossman School of Medicine and co-Chairs the Ethics and Real World Evidence (ERWE) research
project, which aims to advance policy approaches for the generation and interpretation of real-world evidence and
data. Alison Bateman-House, PhD, MPH, is an Assistant Professor of Bioethics at New York University Grossman
School of Medicine, and co-Chair of the Working Group on Compassionate Use and Preapproval Access (CUPA),
which studies the ethical issues surrounding patient access to investigational medical products, through both clinical
trials and non-trial pathways. She also co-Chairs the ERWE research project alongside Dr. Belli. Andrew McFadyen
is executive director for the Isaac Foundation, a nonprofit organization dedicated to helping families battling rare
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diseases. He is also a member of the CUPA Working Group and the ERWE research project. Tom Watson is Chief
Operating Officer at Bionical Emas, which has served as a partner to providing investigational treatments globally to
patients through EA programs.
This panel will discuss the ethical and policy issues that arise in the context of EA programs. In this 90-minute
session, the moderator, Dr. Belli, will first briefly introduce herself and the other panelists. Each of the four panelists,
including the moderator, will then have 15 minutes to cover the topic from their respective vantage points. Specific
points to be discussed by each panelist will include:
• Biostatistician (moderator): assessing the quality of and improving the rigor of data collected from an EA program
to supplement clinical trials for societal benefit • Ethicist: individualistic treatment mission of EA vs. societal need for
data collection; ethical and policy considerations when collecting RWD from EA • Patient advocate: deciding
whether to enroll (in an EA program or a clinical trial); understanding of an unproven investigational treatment;
opportunity for personal benefit or harm; contributing to the greater good and scientific research • Industry: using
supplemental data vs. data from RCTs to inform drug development; barriers and pathways to enrolling patients in EA
programs and clinical trials
Each panelist will pose one question at the outset of their time to improve audience engagement. After the final
panelist concludes their presentation, there will be 15 minutes set aside for group discussion and an additional 15
minutes for questions from the audience or, if there are none, the moderator will continue to facilitate the panelists in
discussion.
Contributors:
Alison Bateman-House, New York University Grossman School of Medicine
Andrew McFadyen, The Isaac Foundation
Tom Watson, Bionical Emas
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